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Abstract

Noise is a major environmental pollutant, which can inict physical
and psychologicalinjury. An important noise contribution stems from
aeroacousticsources, which are found in e.g., ventilation ducts, engine exhaust
systems andairplane engines.In this thesis, research methods for low Mach
number aeroacoustic sourcesin ducts are developed. The basis of the methods
is the ability to describe theintrinsic linear properties of the source as an N-
port (multiport), where theoutput sound eld is related to the input sound
eld and the generated soundeld, all consisting of plane waves. The methods
presented are both numericaland experimental. The numerical method
treats the passive properties, i.e.,scattering, attenuation and amplication
of incident sound, while the experimentalmethod treats the active part
(intrinsic sound generation) as well. Themethods are applied in the study
of noise generation by a vortex mixer plate,placed in an airow of Mach 0.2,
and in the study of acoustic-hydrodynamicinteraction in a T-junction of
rectangular ducts.It is found that the accuracy of the experimental methods
is signicantly increasedwhen the equations are over-determined, which is
achieved by addingadditional microphones to the test rig. In the frequency
range studied, themixer plate is found to generate less sound when made
exible, without disturbingthe mixing quality.For the numerical method { based
on the linearized Navier-Stokes equations,a model of the oscillation of the
Reynolds stress (\turbulent damping")due to the acoustic eld is introduced.
By comparing with experimental results,it is found that not using this model
results in an over-prediction of theamplication at higher frequencies with
several factors in magnitude, whileimplementing the model results in a much
better agreement.
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